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Raising a Daughter

1994

explains to fathers and mothers how to raise their female children covering all stages from birth to adulthood
and topics such as single parenting stepparenting cultural influences on gender roles and breaking unhealthy
intergenerational mothering patterns

Raising a Daughter

2011-02-23

girls are born believing that they can do anything but our media driven culture of mixed messages and
conflicting values can make growing up a confusing and risky business and for parents it is a daunting
responsibility to raise confident independent daughters while still keeping them safe jeanne and don elium address
such complex challenges as peer pressure and evolving social roles emotional effects of physical changes
moodiness eating disorders and depression the consequences of early sexuality the gender gap between girls and
boys new research on add and adhd in girls daughters and single parenting raising a daughter guides parents
through each stage of a girl s development from infant to toddler through middle childhood the teen years and
on into early adulthood a bestseller since 1994 this newly revised classic offers a practical exploration of
what it means to have a daughter and a compassionate study of what it means to be a woman coming of age in
today s world

Raising a Teenager

2012-04-04

just the idea of adolescence provokes more dread more worry and more confusion than any other stage of
childhood which is why we are so excited about the elium s newest parenting book this is not a cynical survival
guide raising a teenager is an honest beautifully written exploration of the issues facing parents of teens
today with practical realistic solutions

Unbelievably Good Deals that You Absolutely Can't Get Unless You're
a Teacher

1998

from books and art supplies to playground equipment and online services thisone stop shopping manual for
teachers is filled with an incredible variety offree or low cost teaching aids

Skole

1996

selection of the hundreds of letters the author received in response to a newspaper editorial asking people to
write about the importance of books in their lives and includes lists of recommended books for all types of
readers

I Hear America Reading

1999

a world list of books in the english language
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Cumulative Book Index

1995

mothers sons and wives is an excellent resource for mothers sons daughters in law or counselors this book
will help couples learn practical ways to establish healthy boundaries with relatives and in laws it will
also help mothers lay the groundwork to help their sons grow to become healthy men husbands and fathers

The Cumulative Book Index

1995

a groundbreaking 600 page treatise that shines feminism s insights into various corners of masculinity in a way
that hasn t been done before stiffed is eye opening enough to change the way we understand each day s news
boston sunday globe faludi masterfully weaves larger essays with case histories and personality profiles she
connects the general to the specific and enlivens her argument with a host of haunted voices washington post
book world susan faludi s backlash is the most important book on women in recent decades stiffed is even better
than backlash it is a significant and serious work new york review of books the worst thing about stiffed the
betrayal of the american man is that you immediately want to run around grabbing people by the lapels and
beseeching them read this book now i ve got to talk about it san diego union tribune susan faludi s ear knows
how to listen her heart is made of sympathy her mind is always changing brilliant book john leonard new york
newsday in this monumental and surprising book sure to make a tremendous impact on thoughtful people faludi
overlooks no part of the national landscape as in her pulitzer prize winning backlash faludi accuses society
and documents her claims read stiffed you ll never forget it harriete behringer stiffed is the product of six years
of aggressive reporting and an admirable knack for bringing the results to life no one will ever put this book
down for lack of vivid scene setting or compassionate observation the new york times book review stiffed is a
work of astonishing compassion it issues a dare for both men and women who ve long been dunned into passivity
to do something significant to change their lives to reject the values of a society that would prefer for them
to seek easy answers seattle weekly

Words on Cassette

2000

a frank and compassionate look at all that it means for mothers and fathers to raise children alone

Mothers, Sons, and Wives

1996

the latest in the new father series by brott the single father helps dads who are divorced widowed gay or never
married to deal with the special issues of parenting alone by combining personal experiences of solo dads with
advice from psychologists lawyers and other experts brott provides insight that is both practical and
reassuring

Stiffed: The Roots of Modern Male Rage

2019-10-15

we are living in a time when baby showers are the most popular kind of party and when tv and movies abound
with adorable babies and darling toddlers selling everything from soap to toilet paper in this baby friendly
environment is it any wonder that more and more people are considering becoming parents most people realize
however that just wanting a baby doesn t mean you are physically mentally or emotionally prepared to have
one nor does the desire to have a baby necessarily mean you will be a good parent the parenthood decision will
help potential parents resolve their conflicts about this major decision here beverly engel helps readers find
their own answers to questions such as am i ready to be a parent what should i do if i am ready and my partner
is not will i be a better parent than my parents how will having a baby affect my relationship what are the
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mistakes i am most likely to make and how can i avoid them should i have a baby on my own by presenting
important information posing thought provoking questions and providing exercises engel helps both those who
are unclear whether this is the right time for them to become parents and those who are undecided about
whether parenthood is right for them armed with the self knowledge the parenthood decision provides readers
will finish the book confident in their potential parenthood decision

In Praise of Single Parents

1994

dr evelyn bassoff draws on personal experience as a mother as well as her years as a psychologist to offer
parents the confidence and skills they need to raise a daughter ready to achieve compete and succeed

The Single Father

1999

includes beginning sept 15 1954 and on the 15th of each month sept may a special section school library
journal issn 0000 0035 called junior libraries 1954 may 1961 also issued separately

Women in Natural Resources

1991

with this informative and entertaining guide moms and parents alike will learn how to discipline their children
with reason and confidence

The Publishers Weekly

1997

information on more than 17 500 living authors from english speaking countries

The Parenthood Decision

1998

based on interviews with women who pursued careers in their 20s and are having children in their 30s and 40s
this book examines all the ways in which a baby affects a new mother s emotional life and dispenses advice on
navigating the unfamiliar world of motherhood

Children's Books in Print, 2007

2006

by identifying their children s unique temperaments the author says parents can reshape schedules to include time
for relaxing and discovering activities and experiences on their own

Cherishing Our Daughters

1999

even bigger and better writer s market as always is every bit as essential to a writer s tool kit as a good
dictionary and a good word processor james rettig rettig on reference at gale com
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The Library Journal

1999

does everything but stamp your self addressed envelopes st paul pioneerpress ibm compatible cd rom

Good Mother's Guide to Disciplining Your Child

2002-09

en tras la llegada del bebe docenas de madres comparten las alegrias y los temores las dudas y las preguntas
los cambios y la sabiduria que conlleva la aventura de la maternidad estas mujeres hablan del efecto que sus
hijos produjeron en sus actitudes y sentimientos en todos los aspectos de su vida la familia el trabajo la
identidad personal la espiritualidad y la vida social al tener un bebe muchas se plantean que significa ser una
buena madre como pueden centrarse en sus hijos sin olvidarse de ellas mismas y como deben afrontar los cambios
imprevisibles en las relaciones con su pareja y con sus amigos

The Writer's Directory, 1998-2000

1995

voices from many perspectives speak through the selections of this expansive and diverse new collection of
readings for undergraduate composition courses as well as for courses in women s studies and american studies
both the selections and the assignments emphasize how issues of ethnicity race and class intersect with gender
native latin african asian and european american voices represent vast diversity in geographical setting class
race politics sexual orientation tone perspective and style providing limitless possibilities for focusing and
organizing the material two introductory chapters define the roles of biology and culture in shaping gender and
trace the development of gender roles in america the remaining seven chapters explore how gender is defined and
experienced in our lives

New Books on Women and Feminism

1994

Small Press

1997

The Writers Directory

2013

The British National Bibliography

2006

Life After Baby

2000
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Creating Balance in Your Child's Life

2000

The Washington Post Index

1994

The Writer's Market

1998

Research & Action Report

2004

1999 Writer's Market

1998

1999 Writer's Market

1998-09

New Age Journal

1994

The Bond Between a Mother and Son Lasts Forever

2006-02

Adolescence

2007

Tras la Llegada Del Beb�

2003

Words on Cassette, 2002

2002
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Books Out Loud

2007

Forthcoming Books

1997

Gendered Voices

1996
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